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Abstract. Counting-based search, a branching heuristic used in con-
straint programming, relies on computing the proportion of solutions to
a constraint in which a given variable-value assignment appears in order
to build an integrated variable- and value-selection heuristic to solve con-
straint satisfaction problems. The information it collects has led to very
effective search guidance in many contexts. However, depending on the
constraint, computing such information can carry a high computational
cost. This paper presents several contributions to accelerate counting-
based search, with supporting empirical evidence that solutions can thus
be obtained orders of magnitude faster.

1 Introduction

Constraint programming builds concise models from high-level constraints that
reveal much of the combinatorial structure of a problem. That structure is used
to prune the search space through domain filtering algorithms, to guide its ex-
ploration through branching heuristics, and to learn from previous attempts at
finding a solution. Counting-based search [12] represents a family of branching
heuristics that guide the search for solutions by identifying likely variable-value
assignments in each constraint. Given a constraint c(x1, . . . , xn), its number of
solutions #c(x1, . . . , xn), respective finite domains Di 1≤i≤n, a variable xi in the
scope of c, and a value v ∈ Di, we call

σ(xi, v, c) =
#c(x1, . . . , xi−1, v, xi+1, . . . , xn)

#c(x1, . . . , xn)
(1)

the solution density of pair (xi, v) in c, i.e. how often a certain assignment is part
of a solution to c. Though that concept was originally introduced for satisfaction
problems, it has been extended to optimization problems as well [9].

Solution densities from every constraint c ∈ C in a model can be combined
in many ways to produce a branching heuristic — one simple combination that
works well in practice, called maxSD [10], branches on x?i = v? where

(x?i , v
?, c?) = argmax

c(x1,...,xn)∈C, i∈{1,...,n}, v∈Di

σ(xi, v, c) (2)

and on x?i 6= v? upon backtracking. The computational cost of solution densities
depends on the constraint: for some it is only marginally more expensive than its



existing filtering algorithm (e.g. regular) while for others exact computation is
intractable (e.g. alldifferent). Given its effectiveness at guiding search, finding
more efficient ways to compute solution densities is desirable.

This paper presents several contributions to accelerate counting-based search.
We first discuss specific improvements for the alldifferent and spanningtree

counting algorithms in Section 2 and 3. Then a generic method for accelerating
search is presented in Section 4. All discussed algorithms are implemented using
Gecode [6] and available in [5].

2 Alldifferent Constraints

An instance of an alldifferent(x1, . . . , xn) constraint is equivalently repre-
sented by an incidence matrix A = (aiv) with aiv = 1 whenever v ∈ Di and
aiv = 0 otherwise. For notational convenience and without loss of generality, we
identify domain values with consecutive natural numbers. Because we will want
A to be square (with m = |

⋃
xi∈X Di| rows and columns), if there are fewer

variables than values we add enough rows, say p, filled with 1s. It is known that
counting the number of solutions to the alldifferent constraint is equivalent
to computing the permanent of that square matrix (dividing the result by p! to
account for the extra rows) [13]:

perm(A) =

m∑
v=1

a1v · perm(A1v) (3)

where Aij denotes the sub-matrix obtained from A by removing row i and column
j.

Since computing the permanent is #P -complete [11], Zanarini and Pesant
proposed approximate counting algorithms for the alldifferent constraint
based on sampling [12] and upper bounds [10]. Algorithm 1 reproduces the lat-
ter using notation adapted for this article. As each assignment xi = v in the
alldifferent constraint induces a different incidence matrix, a naive approach
to compute solution densities is to recompute the permanent upper bound for
each assignment. However, our upper bounds are a product of factors F for
each variable xi which depend only on the size of its domain di = |Di| (line 1).
Hence if we account for the domain reduction of the assigned variable (line 5)
and of each variable which could have taken that value (line 6) — simulating
forward checking — we can compute the solution density of each assignment
(line 10) by updating the upper bound UBA calculated for the whole constraint
(line 1). Reusing UBA avoids recomputing upper bounds from scratch. Let cv
denote the number of 1s in column v of A. Given that we can precompute the
factors, the total computational effort is dominated by line 6 where we do a
total of Θ(

∑m
v=1 c

2
v) operations: for a given value v, uv is computed cv times by

multiplying cv − 1 terms.



1 UBA =
∏

xi
F [di] . Constraint upper bound

2 foreach xi ∈ X do
3 total = 0 . Normalization factor
4 foreach v ∈ Di do

5 uxi = F [1]
F [di]

. Variable assignment update

6 uv =
∏

k 6=i : v∈Dk

F [dk−1]
F [dk]

. Value assignment update

7 UBxi=v = UBA · uxi · uv . Assignment upper bound
8 total += UBxi=v

9 foreach v ∈ Di do
10 SD[i][v] = UBxi=v / total

11 return SD

Algorithm 1: Solution densities for alldifferent, adapted from [10]

1 UBv = 1, ∀v ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}
2 foreach xi ∈ X do
3 foreach v ∈ Di do

4 UBv *= F [di−1]
F [di]

5 foreach xi ∈ X do
6 total = 0
7 foreach v ∈ Di do

8 UBxi=v = F [1]
F [di−1]

·UBv

9 total += UBxi=v

10 foreach v ∈ Di do
11 SD[i][v] = UBxi=v / total

12 return SD

Algorithm 2: Improved version of Algorithm 1

2.1 Improved Algorithm

The product at line 6 of Algorithm 1 can be rewritten to depend only on v:

uv = F [di]
F [di−1]

∏
k : v∈Dk

F [dk−1]
F [dk]

. (4)

This allows us, as shown in Algorithm 2, to precompute this product for every
value (line 1-4) as it does not depend on i anymore, leading to each UBxi=v being
computed in constant time (line 8). We also avoid computing UBA since that
factor cancels out during normalization. Algorithm 2 runs in Θ(

∑m
v=1 cv) time,

which is asymptotically optimal if we need to compute every solution density
(since

∑m
v=1 cv =

∑n
i=1 di).

2.2 Computing Maximum Solution Densities Only

Some search heuristics, such as maxSD, only really need the highest solution
density from each constraint in order to make a branching decision. In such a



case it may be possible to accelerate the counting algorithm further. We present
such an acceleration for the alldifferent constraint.

The factors F in our upper bounds are strictly increasing functions, meaning
that for a given value v, the highest solution density will occur for the vari-
able with the smallest domain. Algorithm 3 identifies that peak for each value,
knowing that the highest one will be included in this subset. Note however that
because we don’t compute a solution density for each value in the domain of
a given variable, we cannot normalize them as before (though we at least ad-
just for the p extra rows). So we may loose some accuracy but what we were
computing was already an estimate, not the exact density. The asymptotic com-
plexity of this algorithm remains the same as the previous one, but makes fewer
computations: we iterate on each variable and value once instead of three times.

1 UBv = (F [n−1]
F [n]

)p, minv = 1, ∀v ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}
2 foreach xi ∈ X do
3 foreach v ∈ Di do

4 UBv *= F [di−1]
F [di]

5 if di < dminv then
6 minv = i

7 maxSD = {var = 0, val = 0, dens = 0}
8 foreach v ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m} do
9 SD[minv][v] = F [1]

F [dminv−1]
·UBv

10 if SD[minv][v] > maxSD.dens then
11 maxSD = {minv, v, SD[minv][v]}
12 return maxSD

Algorithm 3: Maximum solution density for alldifferent

2.3 Experiments on the Quasigroup Completion Problem

The Quasigroup Completion Problem (#67 in CSPLib) can be described us-
ing an alldifferent constraint on each row and column, making it ideal for
testing the above counting algorithms. Gecode’s distribution already includes
a model with branching heuristics afc (weighted degree) and size (smallest do-
main), both with lexicographic value selection. We consider heuristic maxSD
using Algorithm 1, 2 and 3. We use 20 instances of size 90 to 110 with 25% of
entries filled, generated as in [7]. That ratio of filled entries may not yield the
hardest instances for that size but our goal here is to have a lot of shared values
between variables in order to emphasize the improvement of Algorithm 2 over 1.

First we observe that maxSD guides search more effectively by solving all
instances in several orders of magnitude fewer failures than afc and size. As
expected Algorithm 3 is less accurate than the other two (which share the same
number of failures), but still about one order of magnitude faster.
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Fig. 1. Percentage of Quasigroup Completion instances solved w.r.t. time and number
of failures.

3 Spanning Tree Constraints

Brockbank, Pesant and Rousseau introduced an algorithm to compute solution
densities for the spanningTree constraint in [1]. The graph is represented as a
Laplacian matrix L (vertex degrees on the diagonal and edges indicated by -1
entries) and Kirchhoff’s Matrix-Tree Theorem [2] is used to compute solution
densities for every edge (u, v) using the following formula:

σ((u, v), 1, spanningTree(G,T )) = mu
v′v′ (5)

with Mu = (mu
ij) defined as the inverse of the sub-matrix Lu obtained by remov-

ing row and column u from L and v′ equal to v if v < u and to v − 1 otherwise.
Given a vertex cover of size γ on a graph over n nodes, computing all solution
densities takes O(γn3) time. Figure 2 shows an example graph and its Laplacian
matrix.

1

2 3

4

L =


3 -1 -1 -1

-1 2 -1 0
-1 -1 3 -1
-1 0 -1 2

 M1 =

 5/8 2/8 1/8
2/8 4/8 2/8
1/8 2/8 5/8



Fig. 2. Graph and its Laplacian matrix with γ = 2, meaning we can get every edge
density by inverting two submatrices, e.g. L1 (with inverse M1 shown) and L3.

With this formula counting-based search heuristics can be used on problems
such as degree constrained spanning trees (and Hamiltonian paths in particular)
with very good results [1]. However, they become impractical for large instances
because of repeated matrix inversion. The following sections address this problem
by proposing two improvements. Note that these improvements remain valid for
the recent generalization to weighted spanning trees [4].



3.1 Faster Specialized Matrix Inversion

By construction, the sub-matrix Lu we invert has a special form that enables
us to use a specialized algorithm. It is Hermitian (more precisely, integer sym-
metric). Since the row and column removed from L have the same index u, it
is diagonally dominant : |`uii| ≥

∑
j 6=i |`ij |,∀i. Its diagonal entries are positive.

Therefore it is positive semidefinite or, equivalently, has non-negative eigenval-
ues. The Matrix-Tree Theorem states that the number of spanning trees is equal
to the determinant of Lu, itself equal to the product of its eigenvalues. Therefore
each eigenvalue is strictly positive and Lu is positive definite.

A Hermitian positive definite matrix can be inverted via Cholesky factor-
ization instead of the standard LU factorization. Inverting a positive definite
matrix requires approximately 1

3n
3 (Cholesky factorization) + 2

3n
3 floating-

point operations whereas inverting a general matrix requires approximately 2
3n

3

(LU factorization) + 4
3n

3 floating-point operations [3]. We therefore expect a
two-fold improvement in runtime.

3.2 Inverting Smaller Matrices through Graph Contraction

When branching, if an edge (u, v) is fixed, the Laplacian matrix must be up-
dated to reflect this change. The technique described by Brockbank, Pesant and
Rousseau is the following: if it is forbidden, we set luv = 0; if it is required, we
must contract it in the graph, meaning we transfer the edges of vertices u and
v to a representative vertex in the same connected component while keeping a
1 on the diagonal of these vertices to keep the matrix invertible. Figure 3 shows
an example.

1

2 3

4

L =


3 0 -3 0

0 1 0 0

-3 0 3 0

0 0 0 1


Fig. 3. Contraction following assign-
ments e(1, 2) = 1 and e(1, 4) = 1, with 1
as the representative vertex in connected
component {1, 2, 4}.

124

3

L =

(
3 -3

-3 3

)

Fig. 4. Connected component {1, 2, 4} as
a single vertex.

This way of updating L works but still requires that we invert (n−1)×(n−1)
matrices to compute solution densities throughout the search. However, as shown
in Fig. 4, we can view each connected component as a single vertex, leading to
smaller Laplacian matrices, and thus smaller matrices to invert as we fix edges.
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Fig. 5. Percentage of Hamiltonian Path instances solved w.r.t. time and number of
failures with a 5 minute cutoff.

3.3 Experiments on the Hamiltonian Path Problem

To test our two improvements we designed a simple model to find Hamiltonian
paths with Gecode’s path constraint and a redundant spanningTree constraint
that computes solution densities according to our spanningTree counting algo-
rithm. The spanningTree constraint is expressed on binary edge variables as
opposed to vertex successor variables for the path constraint — the two variable
representations are channelled.

In Fig. 5 improvements to the spanningTree counting algorithm are tested
on this model with maxSD branching on binary edge variables — for comparison
we also tried heuristics afc and size branching on vertex successor variables (and
trying values in lexicographic order). We use 30 graphs over 60 to 234 vertices
taken from the FHCP Challenge Set [8]. Again we observe that maxSD (with
the curves of its three algorithms coinciding in the first graph) guides search
much more effectively by solving the instances in several orders of magnitude
fewer failures than afc and size. At one second of computation time, all three
heuristics solve about the same number; at ten seconds, maxSD solves almost
all of them whereas afc and size solve about half.

4 Avoiding Systematic Recomputation

The improvements we presented so far are specific to the alldifferent and
spanningTree constraints. In this section we present an additional technique
applicable to any constraint in order to avoid recomputation but at the expense
of accuracy. Usually at every node of the search tree, before branching, we sys-
tematically call the counting algorithm for each constraint. Suppose we have a
spanningTree constraint on a graph with hundreds of vertices and thousands of
edges: we may have fixed a single edge with very few changes propagated since
the last call to its counting algorithm but the whole computation, involving the
expensive inversion of large matrices, will be undertaken again even though the
resulting solution densities are likely to be very similar. To avoid this we propose
a simple dynamic technique: while the variable domains involved remain about
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Fig. 6. The effect of different recomputation ratios for the Quasigroup Completion (first
row) and Hamiltonian Path Problem (second row), using same instances as before.

the same, we do not recompute solution densities for a constraint but use the
latest ones as an estimate instead. For any given node k in the search tree and
constraint c, let Sk

c =
∑

xi∈c di. We recompute only if Sk
c ≤ ρSj

c , with 0 < ρ ≤ 1
some appropriate ratio and j the last node above k but on the same path from
the root for which we computed solution densities for c. Note that as opposed
to a static criterion such as calling the counting algorithm of every constraint at
fixed intervals of depth in the search tree, our approach adapts dynamically to
individual constraints and to how quickly the domains of the variables in their
scope shrink.

Figure. 6 show the performance of different recomputation ratios with maxSD
for the previous experiments (ρ = 1 means always recompute). As expected, with
a lower ρ we loose accuracy as seen in the number of fails but overall we gain
speed.

5 Conclusion

To accelerate counting-based search we proposed various improvements to the
alldifferent and spanningtree counting algorithms and a simple generic
method to avoid systematic recomputation during search. In our experiments
these improvements brought 30- to 100-fold speed ups on Quasigroup Comple-
tion and Hamiltonian Path problems.

Financial support for this research was provided by an NSERC postgraduate
scholarship and NSERC Discovery Grant 218028/2017.
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